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ABSTRACT 

 

With the development of the networks, more and more useful data that are needed by local 
programs are located on remote machines. So remote read is more frequent in current 
systems. If we can improve the performance of remote read, we can greatly improve the 
performance of many systems related with operations of remote read. 
 
Many such systems have local caches to temporarily store the remote data. In this project, 
we use the local cache and checkpointing technologies to improve the performance of 
remote read by creating two branches at the point of remote read. One branch is called 
optimistic branch. It’ ll just read out the necessary data from local cache and continue the 
local processing. Another branch is called pessimistic branch. It’ ll first do remote check to 
see if the data in local cache is valid. If yes, it’ ll end itself and notify the optimistic branch 
about the check result to let it continue. If no, it’ ll stop the optimistic branch and do remote 
read followed by local processing. We create these two branches by doing checkpointing 
to local programs. 
 
By the help of checkpointing and local cache technologies, we can greatly improve the 
performance of remote read in many situations. It’s a very useful technology in developing 
high performance systems related to remote read. 
 
 



1. Introduction 

 
1.1 Data Replication 
 
Distributed computing systems replicate objects on multiple sites to improve both 
availability and performance. Replication improves availability by letting users access 
data even when some sites are non-functional. Replication also improves performance by 
letting users access data from a nearby site to avoid a remote network access or from an 
idle site to achieve a better load balance [1, 2, 3]. 
 
Data replication introduces a new problem: how to keep all the copies consistent. If 
read-only pages are replicated, there is no problem. The read-only pages are never 
changed. So all the copies are always identical. Inconsistency problem is impossible here. 
But when we replicate read-write pages, if any process attempts to write on a replicated 
page, a potential consistency problem arises: changing one copy and leaving the others 
alone is unacceptable. 
 
Maintaining perfect consistency is especially painful when the various copies are on 
different machines that can only communicate by sending messages over a slow network. 
In some Distributed Shared Memory systems, the solution is to accept less than perfect 
consistency as the price for better performance [4, 5]. But in some situation, strict 
consistency is necessary [6]. 
 
In general there are several approaches to keep the data consistency: central control, write 
update, write invalidate, and so on. Every method has its advantages and its disadvantages, 
and is suitable in some situations [6]. 
 
In the write invalidate strategy, when one copy is modified, all other duplicate copies must 
be invalidated. When a program tries to access an invalidated data copy, the system will 
first read the latest version from the original copy. In this strategy, no extra messages are 
needed when writing to a page continuously. But if another node wants access to this page, 
a whole page must be sent. 
 
In the write update strategy, when some data on a page is modified, this change must be 
sent to all of its duplicate copies immediately. In this strategy, all writes need network 
communication to transfer the modified data (not a whole page). But all reads need no 
extra cost, just read from the nearby copy. 
 
The write update strategy works better when read accesses occur frequently. Otherwise the 
write invalidate strategy will be better. We can also select other strategies. To select a 



suitable strategy is the key point here to improve the performance. But no matter what 
strategy is selected, remote read is a kind of very important and frequent operation in the 
system. The performance of remote will directly affect the performance of the whole 
system. So performance improvement of remote read will be very helpful to improve the 
performance of the whole system. 
 
1.2 Checkpointing 
 
Checkpointing is the mechanism to save the current system state. The most common use 
of checkpointing is in fault tolerant computing where the goal is to minimize loss of CPU 
cycles when a long executing program crashes before completion. By checkpointing a 
program’s state at regular intervals, the amount of lost computation is limited to the 
interval from the last checkpointing to the time of crash. Another common use of check 
pointing is in the state saving mechanism in optimistic distributed / parallel simulation [7, 
8, 9]. Checkpointing provides a way to rollback so that the simulation can be executed 
out-of-order [10, 11]. 
 
1.3 Using Checkpointing in Remote Read 
 
With the development of the Internet, some new circumstances occur. Let’s consider such 
a situation: There is an original copy of an object located somewhere in the Internet. When 
a local program wants to access this object, it first downloads it to local cache. Every time 
when the local program tries to access this object, the fastest way is to read out the local 
copy in the cache. But this object may be modified since last read. So the local program 
will first check with the original object to make sure that the local version in the cache is 
up-to-date. Thus a remote check is always necessary before reading this object. After the 
remote check, if the local copy is the latest version, the program will directly read out the 
local version. If not, the program needs to remote read this object from remote machine to 
local cache again before local execution continues. So before the local execution can go 
ahead, it must wait for the result of remote check. When the speed of the network is 
relatively slow, a lot of time is wasted in this kind of waiting. 
 
We need some mechanism to improve the performance in this situation. Write update and 
write invalidate strategies are not suitable here since it’s obvious that the original copy 
doesn’t know how many local copies have been created and where they are. So the only 
way is that local data should be checked before they are read by local program. Thus the 
performance of remote check and remote read becomes the critical point in solving this 
problem. Here we can use the checkpointing technology for this purpose. 
 
With the checkpointing technology, we can make two identical copies of the local program. 
One of the copies can go ahead directly to read the data from local cache and continue the 



local execution without waiting for the result of remote check. It just assumes that the data 
in local cache is valid. If it happens to be true, we actually do the remote check and local 
processing in parallel, which will greatly reduce the remote check cost. 



2. System Design 

 
2.1 Overview of the System 
 
What I’ ll design in this system is to use checkpointing mechanism to improve the 
performance of remote read in the circumstance described above. 
 
Here is the general idea of the system. With the help of checkpointing mechanism, we can 
first make a copy of the local program just before it’ ll begin to do the remote read. We call 
one copy the optimistic branch and the other pessimistic branch. These two branches will 
go ahead concurrently, as described below. 
 
The optimistic branch will assume that the local copy is ok and directly read data out and 
continue the local execution. In the pessimistic branch, it’ ll do the regular remote check. 
This branch will first do the remote check to make sure if the data in local copy are valid. 
If it is, pessimistic branch will abort itself and leave the optimistic branch alone to go 
ahead. In this case, it seems like that the program doesn’t do any remote check and directly 
read out the local copy. Of course there are some overheads introduced by checkpointing, 
but the performance will still be greatly improved in most circumstances. If the data in 
local cache is found to be invalid, the pessimistic branch will stop the optimistic branch, 
read the object from remote machine and continue the local execution. In this case, it 
seems that the local program just do remote check and remote read. Of course we add 
some overheads to the normal processing. 
 
This is just an overview. There are several problems that we need to solve before it 
actually works for us. Here are some of them: how to do the checkpointing to local 
programs efficiently? In what situations can this mechanism help us get better 
performance? How far can the optimistic branch go before it has to wait for the result of 
the other branch? Now let’s give some analysis to these problems. 
 
2.2 System Architecture 
 
Figure 2.1 is the system model of our test system. In the figure we can see that the whole 
system comprises many nodes that are interconnected by network. The network can be the 
Internet or any other networks and each node is an independent entity existing in the 
network. Each node has two basic functions: provide some useful original data to the 
whole system and provide connection service to its local clients (programs). 
 
Let’s first discuss its first function: provide some useful original data to the whole system. 
Each node contains some data that are managed by this node. When a node joins the 



system, it can provide some new source of data to the whole system. Other nodes that have 
the authorization can visit these data through the interface provided by this node. In other 
words, all the global data of the system are distributed in all the nodes of the system. 
 
Now let’s discuss the second function of each node: provide connection service to local 
clients. All the data in this system are provide by independent nodes. How can a local 
client visit the data it needs that are distributed in the system? Each node provides such 
functionality. A local program only needs to locate a nearest node in system and connect to 
it. Then the local programs can access all the global data provided by the system through 
this node. This node provides the interface to do the access and the local programs don’t 
need to know the details of data distribution. Local programs can visit all the data just like 
they are local. There is a mechanism in the node that can help to do the remote check and 
remote read transparently. 
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Node

Node Node
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Figure 2.1. System Architecture 
 
Now let’s describe the details in each node. Figure 2.2 shows the architecture of each node. 
From figure 2.2 we can see that each node has four major components: Data Server, Client 
Server, Local Cache and Original Data. 
 
Original Data is the data that are maintained by this node. They are part of the global data 
in the whole system and are managed by the Data Server. 
 
Data Server provides three functions: Check, Read and Write. These functions are 
provided to both local Client Server and any other Client Servers from other nodes in the 



system that have the authorization to access the data maintained in this node. All these 
operations are performed on the Original Data in this node. So we can consider the Data 
Server as an interface between the Original Data and outside world. 
 
Local Cache is a very important component in this architecture. The first usage of Local 
Cache is to temporarily store the data read from remote nodes. Since these data are read 
from remote machine and will be used for local processing in local programs, we need to 
find a place to store these data for local programs. Local Cache is the place. Yet Local 
Cache has a more important usage in our system: it provides the necessary data that is 
needed by optimistic branch to continue local processing without remote check, assuming 
the data in Local Cache is up-to-date. 
 
Client Server is the most critical component in this system. It connects local programs and 
Data Servers in all nodes in the system. So it’s the interface between local programs and 
the whole system. When a local program has a data access requirement, the Client Server 
will first check if the data belong to the local node. If yes, it simply does local memory 
operation through local Data Server. If no, it’ ll do remote data operation through networks 
and Data Servers on other nodes. 
 
If the request is a remote write, Client Server will process it as normal: write the new date 
to the remote (local) node where the original copy of data is stored. But if the request is a 
remote read, Client Server will use the checkpointing mechanism to improve the 
performance of remote read. We’ ll introduce this procedure of Client Server in 2.3. 
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Figure 2.2. Architecture of a Node 
 
2.3 System Flow 
 
Now first let’s describe normally how a remote read will be processed. Figure 2.3 below is 
the procedure of the regular remote read. 
 
When a local program needs to read some data, it’ ll send a request to Client Server on 
local node. Client Server will first check if the original copy of the data is on local node. If 
it happens to be on local node, local Client Server can easily satisfy the request by reading 
out the data via local Data Server. If the read request is remote, it’ ll first check if the data 
in Local Cache is the latest version with the remote node. If it is, then just read out the data 
from Local Cache. Or else, Client Server will get the latest version of data from remote 
node by remote read to Local Cache, then resume the local processing. 
 
In this execution flow we can see that if the data is local, the performance is very good. 
But if the original data is remote, the cost is very expensive, even if the data in Local 
Cache is valid. In this case, actually the local program can directly read out the data from 



Local Cache and continue the local processing. But it has to wait for the result of remote 
check. If in most cases the data in Local Cache is ok, we can reduce the cost of remote 
check greatly with our algorithm. 
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Figure 2.3. Regular Remote Read 

 
Figure 2.4 is the processing flow of remote read with checkpointing mechanism. When a 
local program sends a remote read request to Client Server, the system will first use the 
checkpointing mechanism to make a copy of the local program, which means that there are 
now two identical copies in the system. We call these two branches optimistic branch and 
pessimistic branch. These two branches will go ahead parallel with some synchronization 
to make sure the correctness of execution. 
 
In the optimistic branch, the local program will directly read out the data from Local 
Cache and continue the local processing until it reaches the next checkpoint. We’ ll discuss 
this problem in 2.5. This branch will wait at this point if it has already reached this point 
while the pessimistic branch has not gotten the remote check result yet. After the 
pessimistic branch gets the remote check result, it’ ll notify the optimistic branch to go 



ahead if the data in Local Cache is ok. 
 
In the pessimistic branch, it’ ll do the remote check and remote read almost the same as 
regular remote read, except that it needs to synchronize with the optimistic branch. So the 
pessimistic branch first does remote check from remote node. Based on the remote check 
result, two different actions will be taken. If the data in Local Cache is ok, the pessimistic 
branch will notify the optimistic branch to go ahead, and terminate itself. If the optimistic 
branch has already waited at the next checkpoint, it’ ll resume the execution. If the 
optimistic branch has not yet reached this point, which means that it’s still doing the local 
processing before the next checkpoint, this notification will be stored in the system. And 
when the optimistic branch reaches this point, it’ ll go ahead without any wait. 
 
If the data in Local Cache is invalid, the first thing the pessimistic branch will do is to stop 
the optimistic branch because obviously the optimistic branch is on the wrong direction 
since the data it reads from Local cache is bad. Then the pessimistic branch begins to do 
remote read and continue local execution, just as the regular remote read. 
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Figure 2.4. Remote Read with Checkpointing Mechanism 

 
2.4 Theoretical Performance Analysis 
 
The purpose of our remote read mechanism is to reduce the cost of remote read. It’s very 
useful but not in all circumstances. Now first let’s do some theoretical analysis to see in 



what circumstances our mechanism can help us get better performance. 
 
Let’s assume that the time it needs to do the remote check is Tc, the remote read time is Tr, 
the time to do the checkpointing is Tf, the probability that the local copy of the data is 
invalid is p. 
 
If we ignore all the other cost that may be introduced by our mechanism, we can get that in 
normal remote read the execution time T1 is: 
  T1 = Tc + p *  Tr 
And when using our mechanism, the execution time T2 is: 
  T2 = Tf + p *  (Tc + Tr) 
 
When T2 < T1, our mechanism can help local programs to get better performance. So we 
can get: 
  Tf < (1 – p) *  Tc 
 
This formula means that when the execution time of checkpointing is shorter than the 
execution time of remote check times (1 – p), we can get better performance from our 
system than normal read systems. Tc is a value decided by the network environment. 
When the network is faster, Tc is smaller; when the network is slower, Tc is larger. But 
anyway, it’s not controlled by our system. Also p is decided by the behavior of programs in 
the system. In order to get good performance in our system, the only thing we can do is to 
try to reduce Tf, which is the time spent on checkpointing the local programs. So the main 
thing we need to do when implement this system is try to provide a good mechanism to do 
fast checkpointing. 
 
The analysis above is just in the theoretical circumstance. In actual execution, we still have 
other influence from the system. For example, when we do the checkpointing and begin 
two branches in parallel, they will share the resource of the local system, which may cause 
each branch executes a little bit slower than it can occupy all the resources by itself. This 
means that in order to get better performance, we need to do the checkpointing a little bit 
faster than the result above to achieve our goal. 
 
Anyway, from the analysis above we can easily see that the critical point in designing and 
implementing of this system is to do checkpointing faster. We’ ll introduce the technologies 
we plan to use to do checkpointing and compare them to each other in 2.6. 
 
2.5 The Next Checkpoint 
 
One difficult point in the design of this system is how to decide the next checkpoint. Let’s 
first define what’s the next checkpoint and why we need to consider it. When we execute 



the optimistic branch, this branch cannot go ahead too far away. That’s because our system 
is based on such an assumption: if the data in local cache is invalid, we can cancel the 
optimistic branch, which means that all the operations in optimistic branch can be rolled 
back. 
 
Some operations in programs cannot easily be rolled back, such as communicating with a 
remote process, etc. Yes theoretically these operations can be rolled back. For example we 
can remember all the program states at the checkpoints using state saving algorithm. But 
practically it’s too expensive and too complicate to do this kind of state saving and roll 
back. We will lose all our gain in performance obtained by our mechanism. So we must let 
local programs stop at next checkpoint to wait the result of remote check from the 
pessimistic branch. 
 
There are two ways to detect the next checkpoint: manually or automatically. 
 
We can automatically detect this kind of checkpoints by the system. The system can 
monitor all the operations that belong to this kind of checkpoint operations. If one of these 
kinds of operations occurs, the system will detect that it should be the next checkpoint. 
The system will let the optimistic branch stop at this point. But this method is very 
difficult to implement and is very expensive. Since there are so many possible checkpoint 
operations, we much monitor all of them, which is very inefficient. Also in order to 
achieve this purpose, we have to merge our system to very lower operating system to get 
better control and more information about these operations. This inefficiency and 
inconveniency will lead to the failure of our system. 
 
Another way to do this is by programmers. Our system provides a method or function so 
that programmers can use this method to apparently give out the next checkpoint in their 
programs. Thus when the program is running in our system, it can let our system know the 
next checkpoint easily, almost without any additional cost. 
 
We’ ll take the second way in our system. Although we may add a little burden on the 
programmers who using our system, we can get much better performance which is the 
original purpose of this system. And also this kind of burden is really small to 
programmers. 
 
2.6 How to do Checkpointing 
 
We’ve discussed above the importance of doing fast checkpointing. Here we’ ll discuss the 
technologies that can be used to do fast checkpointing. Basically there are two 
technologies that can easily do this: fork and thread. 
 



In UNIX systems, fork() is a system call to generate a copy of a process. We can use this in 
our system to do the checkpointing. When we begin to do the remote read in the program, 
we first call fork() to get two identical copies of the process. One process will go through 
the optimistic path and the other will go through the pessimistic path. 
 
The advantage of fork() is its clear and simple interface. Since these two copies are two 
separate processes, they have different data and code space. So they are absolutely 
independent and the execution of one will not affect the other. So what we need to do is 
simply doing fork(). That’s all. 
 
The disadvantage of fork() is the cost. To generate another process in the system will take 
relatively longer time while reducing execution time is the original goal of our system. If 
we cannot do checkpointing quick enough, why we bother to design such a complicated 
system instead of to do remote read after remote check straight forwardly. So in relatively 
slow networks, fork() is a very good way to achieve better performance and simple 
implementation. But in relatively fast networks, its cost is something we want to avoid. 
 
Another way is use the thread mechanism. Thread is also called light-weighted process in 
some systems. It’s within a process. Different threads in a process share the same data and 
code space, but have different execution controls. We can create optimistic branch and 
pessimistic branch as two threads. These two threads will go ahead as described above. 
 
The advantage of thread is its lower cost compared with fork(). Since the system doesn’t 
need to create a new process for the new thread, it’s much faster to create a new thread. So 
it’s easier to get better performance. Also lower cost means that we can use our mechanism 
in much faster networks. 
 
But thread also has its disadvantage. Programmers who implement the system need more 
complicated design and implementation. Also users of the system need to do something in 
order to help the system to achieve its goal. That’s because two thread share the data, 
which means that the execution in one thread will influence the other. When the optimistic 
branch goes ahead and makes some modification to the data, and it turns out that the data 
in Local Cache is invalid, we need to roll back to the checkpoint and redo the execution 
based on the new data from remote machine. This means that the system must store the 
system state at checkpoint and restore the state if needed. 
 
If we want the system to be transparent enough, we can just save everything of the 
program so that we will not bother users to provide any information. But if we do so, the 
cost is just as the fork() above, which means thread loses its advantage. The only way to 
get back its advantage is that users should help the system to figure out what’s really 
needed to be stored at checkpoint. Thus the system can only store the necessary 



information to get high performance and lower cost. But users have to have some 
knowledge of system and know that what may be modified by the optimistic branch so that 
the system need to store these data before the optimistic branch begins. 
 
From the analysis above we can get such a conclusion: If we want to use our mechanism in 
fast networks, thread is better. If in slow networks, fork() is better since we can get better 
performance together with the simplicity. For system programmers, thread is a better 
choice since its better performance. For normal users, fork() is a better choice for its clear 
interface. 



3. System Implementation 

 
3.1 Implementation with Fork() in Java 
 
As we all know, in UNIX systems, there is a system call named fork() [12]. A process can 
call fork() to generate a new process. The new process, which is called child process, is a 
duplicate copy of the original process. The original process is also called parent process. 
The child process has its own data space and stack. 
 
Different UNIX systems have different implementation of the fork(). Since it’s quite 
common that there is an exec() following the fork(), some UNIX systems don’t do the 
copy of data space and stack when the fork() is call. Instead, they use the Copy-On-Write 
(COW) technology. Only when the process try to modify the data in these areas will the 
real copy be made. 
 
Since the different implementation of the fork(), the performance of fork() in different 
systems is also different. We test the speed of fork() in Sun and Linux systems, and find 
that the fork() in Linux system is almost ten times faster than in Sun system. So we can 
implement our system with fork technology in Linux system while can only use the thread 
technology in Sun in order to get good performance. 
 
Another import point we need to notice is how can we call fork in Java [13]. We can use 
the Java Native Interface (JNI) to access non-Java code from Java programs. First we need 
to define the non-Java code interface in Java programs with the key word “native” . Then 
we can use the command “ javah –jni”  to generate C language head file. We need to include 
the head file generated by javah into the C code that will be called by Java programs. 
Please see the attached source code for details. 
 
The implementation with fork() technology is relatively simple compared with the 
implementation with thread technology. When the program needs to do checkpointing, it 
can simply call the fork(). The fork() will generate two identical processes, one parent and 
one child. The parent process is the optimistic branch and the child process is the 
pessimistic branch in our model. The optimistic branch will go ahead to read from Local 
Cache and continue the local processing until the next checkpoint. The pessimistic branch 
will do the remote check from remote machine to see if the data in Local Cache is valid. If 
yes, the child process (pessimistic branch) will stop itself and notify the parent process 
(optimistic branch) the result. If no, the child process will kill the parent process and 
continue to do remote read and local processing. 
 
One difficult problem here is how to detect where the next checkpoint is. We can either get 



this information from programmers or from running systems. 
 
It’s easy if programmers can provide the information about the next checkpoint. The 
implementation of the system will be simple and the performance will be better. The 
disadvantage is that the programmers have to have the idea where the next checkpoint will 
be. It needs programmers to involve more into the system. But generally speaking, it’s still 
reasonable since this kind of information is not very difficult to determine by programmers. 
We implement our system with this method. We provide an interface (a method) to 
programmers so that they can call it before the next checkpoint to notify the system to stop 
before it if necessary. 
 
Also if we want the system to be completely transparent to users of the system, we can 
implement a daemon in the system to monitor all the sensitive operations, such as remote 
write. Since it’s too complicated to recover these kinds of operations, when the programs 
meet these operations, they’ ll stop at this point in the optimistic branch and wait for the 
result of remote check. It’ ll be more convenient to programmers who use this system, but 
the cost of monitoring will lower the performance. 
 
3.2 Implementation with Thread in Java 
 
Another way to implement the system is using the thread in Java. As we’ve mentioned 
above, in most systems thread will provide better performance than fork(). But the 
implementation will be more complicated also. That’s because different thread in a 
process share the same data space and other resources. So if we implement the optimistic 
branch and the pessimistic branch with thread, they are actually sharing something and are 
not completely independent. 
 
The implementation of the system with thread looks like this: at the remote read point the 
program will create two threads, one as optimistic branch and the other as pessimistic 
branch. But before the two branches begin, the program needs to store the useful status of 
the program so that the program can roll back to the checkpoint status when the remote 
check shows that the data in Local Cache is invalid. After backup the necessary status of 
the program, two branches will go ahead as described above. The optimistic branch will go 
ahead to do the local processing until the next checkpoint while the pessimistic branch will 
do the remote check. If the data is valid, the pessimistic branch will stop itself and notify 
the optimistic branch the result. If the optimistic branch is waiting at the next checkpoint at 
that time, this notification will make it continue. If the optimistic branch is still running, 
the system will record this notification so that when the optimistic branch runs to this point, 
it’ ll continue without any wait. If the data in Local Cache is invalid, the pessimistic branch 
will stop the optimistic branch, load in the stored status to roll back to the checkpoint and 
do remote read. 



 
From the description above we can see that the key point in this implementation is how to 
do the backup and rollback quickly. One way is to store all the information about the 
program. The problem is that it’s almost the same as fork() so that we cannot get better 
performance from thread while making the system more complicated. Thus fork() may be 
a good choice. 
 
But in this implementation, we can only record part of the program statuses that are really 
necessary. But what is needed and what is unnecessary? It’s difficult for the system to 
determine while programmers are a good source of this kind of information. So the system 
needs programs to provide two methods (functions), one is used to save the necessary 
statuses and the other is used to restore them. 
 
In order to get high performance with thread, programmers who use the system need to 
know more about the system and do more in programming, comparing with the 
implementation with fork() technology. 
 
These two implementations have their advantages and disadvantages. Which is better 
really depends on users and the usage of the system. 



4. Performance Results and Analysis 

 
We will test our system in two typical cases. In the first case, we do remote reads from a 
non-changed remote object that has already in the local cache. In this case the optimistic 
branch will always succeed and the pessimistic branch will always kills itself after it does 
the remote check. Also there are enough local processing needed between two continuous 
remote reads so that the optimistic branch can go ahead far enough during the period when 
pessimistic branch is doing the remote check. This is actually the best performance our 
system can get for the remote read. 
 
The second case will imitate the real behavior of local programs. The local processing 
time between two remote reads may be shorter than needed to get good performance. 
There are remote writes after several rounds of remote reads and local processing. In this 
case the execution time of local processing and the frequency of remote write may affect 
the performance of our system greatly. 
 
4.1 Test Case 1 
 
As described above, in this case, the test program should meet two requirements: 1. No 
write to the remote object so that the data in Local Cache is always valid; 2. There are 
enough local processing time between two remote reads. We use the small test program 
described as below: 
 
 Remote Read(); 

Loop (n times) 
  Remote Read(); 
  Local Process(); 
 End Loop 
 
The first remote read before the loop is used to make sure the data in Local Cache is valid 
when the loop begins. 
 
Here we test the running time of remote reads while actually always having the latest 
version of data in Local Cache. We use three methods to do this kind of remote reads: 
 
1. NR (Normal Read): a remote read always contains a remote check followed by a local 
read (since the local copy is fine) 
2. TR (Read with Thread Technology): checkpointing with thread technology to create 
optimistic branch and pessimistic branch. The pessimistic branch will always kill itself 
after the remote check while the optimistic branch can go ahead directly without the result 



of remote check. So the remote check and local read can be processed concurrently. 
3. FR (Read with Fork Technology): checkpointing with fork() technology to create 
optimistic branch and pessimistic branch. The pessimistic branch will always kill itself 
after the remote check while the optimistic branch can go ahead directly without the result 
of remote check. So the remote check and local read can be processed in parallel. 
 
One thing we need to consider is the execution time of local processing between two 
remote reads. We should make it long enough so that we can guarantee that the optimistic 
branch will not stop to wait for the result of remote check at the next checkpoint in 
pessimistic branch. We will select the local processing time to be 30ms and 60ms. 
 
All the experiments are run on cluster machines (ba?.cs.rpi.edu) with Linux system. The 
size of the remote object is 10K. 
 
1. Local Process = 30ms, Run 100 times 
 
Here “Local Process = 30ms” means the execution time of local processing between two 
remote reads is 30 milliseconds. In the graph below x-axis represents network speed. 
1LAN means the speed of the LAN in the cluster. We use software to slow down the speed 
of the network so that we can also test the performance of remote read in relatively slow 
networks. So here 2LAN means the speed is two times slower than the speed of LAN, 
4LAN means the speed of network is four times slower than the spend of LAN… 
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Graph 4.1 
 
In graph 4.1, the y-axis represents the total execution time of 100 loops in local program, 
including local process time, which is totally 3 seconds in this experiment. 
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Graph 4.2 
 
In graph 4.2, x-axis is the same as graph 4.1. But the y-axis represents the total execution 
time of 100 remote reads, excluding local process time. So we can see clearer in this graph 
than 4.1 about the performance of remote read in different technologies. 
 
From these two graphs we can see that when the speed of network is about 4 times slower 
than the speed of LAN, the execution time of remote reads of three different methods are 
almost the same. When the network speed is faster than that, normal read is better. When 
the network speed is slower than that, read with fork or thread technologies is better. 
 
This is easy to understand. Still remember the performance analysis in Section 2. We have 
the equation Tf < (1 – p) *  Tc. Here p is equal to 0.00 since the probability that the local 
cache is invalid is not possible in this case. Thus in order to get better performance with 
fork or thread technology, the system needs to satisfy the condition of Tf < Tc (Tf is the 
execution time to do the checkpointing while Tc is the execution time of remote check). 
When the networks speed is very fast, Tf > Tc. So the performance of remote read with 



thread or fork is not as good as normal remote read. When the network speed is slow, we 
can get Tf < Tc. In this circumstance, the performance of remote read with thread or fork 
technology is faster than normal remote read. 
 
We can consider Tf = Tc at the point 4LAN. When the network speed is 4 times slower 
than LAN, the checkpointing time is almost the same as the remote check time. If we can 
reduce the Tf, we can move this point to the left, which means that our system can be used 
in faster networks. 
 
Also from the graphs we can see that when the network speed becomes slower, the normal 
read execution time increases very faster due to the longer execution of remote check. But 
with fork or thread technology, the read execution time grows very slow. That’s because 
with fork or thread, we can utilize the parallelism between remote check and local 
processing to greatly reduce the waiting time of remote check. We can see from the graph 
4.2 that when the network speed is 32 times slower than LAN, normal read will use more 
than 3 times execution time than the read with fork or thread technology. 
 
We can see another trend in graph 4.2 that the execution time of read with fork or thread 
grows very slow at the beginning. But after certain point, it begins to grow faster. In graph 
4.2, we can see this trend when the network speed is 16 times slower than LAN. This is 
because Tc is longer in slow networks, which means the optimistic branch need more local 
processing between two remote reads in order to prevent the stop for waiting for the 
remote check result. In this case, the local processing time is 30 ms. When the network is 
too slow, after the optimistic branch finishes this period of local processing, it has to wait 
for the remote check result. So the execution time of remote read begins to grow faster. 
 
2. Local Process = 60ms, Run 100 times 
 
In this case the only difference is that we change the local processing time to 60ms. All 
other parameters are the same as above. 
 
We can see from the graph 4.3 and 4.4 that the trends are almost the same as above. But we 
can also see an obvious difference here: in graph 4.2, when the network speed is 16 times 
slower than LAN, the execution time of read with fork or thread begins to grow faster than 
before. We have explained above that’s because the local processing time between two 
reads is not long enough. But in graph 4.4, there are no such trends. The execution time of 
read with fork or thread technologies always grow very slow. 
 
That’s because the local processing time in this experiment is longer than the case above 
(changed from 30 ms to 60 ms). This local processing is long enough to prevent the 
optimistic branch to stop for the result of remote check in our test range of network speeds. 



But this point still exists. It’ ll occur when the network speed is even slower. 
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Graph 4.3 
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Graph 4.4 
 
4.2 Test Case 2 
 
As we have mentioned in the theoretical analysis, if we want to get better performance in 
our system, we should have Tf < (1 – p) *  Tc. Let’s assume that Tf is a constant in a certain 
system. In a fast network, the value of Tc is small. In order to satisfy this condition, we 
should have small p value, which means that the probability that the data in Local Cache is 
invalid should be very low. In a slow network, the value of Tc is relatively large. So in 
order to satisfy this condition, the value of p can be relatively large, which means that our 
system can fit in more circumstances in slow networks. 
 
In this case, we’ ll do experiments to verity the analysis above. We use the following local 
program as the test program: 
 

Loop (n times) 
  Randomly Do a Remote Write(); 
  Remote Read(); 
  Local Process(); 
 End Loop 
 
Here we randomly do a remote write before the remote read to make sure that the remote 



read following the remote write needs to load the necessary data from remote machine 
instead of Local Cache. In this test case we’ ll adjust the probability to do the remote write 
and analyze the different results in different circumstances. 
 
In all test cases in this section, the local processing time is 60 ms. 
 
1. p = 0.00 
 
p = 0.00 means that all the remote read can be finished by reading from Local Cache. If we 
use the formula above, we get Tf < Tc. This means that when the checkpointing time is 
smaller than remote check time, system can get better performance than normal remote 
check plus local read. 
 
From graph 4.5 we can see that when the network speed is about 2 times slower than LAN, 
the execution time of normal read, read with fork technology and read with thread 
technology are almost the same. When the network speed is slower than that, we can get 
better performance in our system. 
 
Also we can see from the graph that when the network speed is very slow (say 32 times 
slower than LAN), the performance of read with thread or fork technology is much better. 
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Graph 4.5 



 
2. p = 0.10 
 
p = 0.10 means that when we do n remote reads, in 10% of the total number of reads, the 
data in Local Cache in invalid and we need to read the object from remote machine. If we 
still use the formula above, we get Tf < 0.9 *  Tc. In a certain system we can consider Tf is 
fixed. So in order to satisfy the formula, we have to use slower networks than that in the 
case p = 0.00. 
 
From graph 4.5 we can see that when the network speed is about 8 times slower than LAN, 
the performance of normal read and read with thread or fork technology almost have the 
same performance. When the network speed is slower than that point, our system can get 
better performance than normal read. 
 
When the network speed is quite slow, we still can get very good performance, although 
from the graph we can see that what we can get from our system is not as much as when p 
= 0.00. 
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Graph 4.6 
 
3. p = 0.25 
 



p = 0.25 means that when we do n remote reads, in 25% of the total number of reads, the 
data in Local Cache is invalid and we need to read the object from remote machine. If we 
still use the formula above, we get Tf < 0.75 *  Tc. 
 
From graph 4.7 we can see that when the network speed is quite slow, the performance of 
read with thread or fork technology has better performance than normal read. But it’s 
obvious that the difference is quite small, which means that actually we cannot get too 
much from our system. 
 
This is very easy to understand. In our system, when the data in Local Cache is invalid, the 
pessimistic branch will kill the optimistic branch that reads the data from local cache and 
continue the local processing. Then the pessimistic branch still needs to do remote read 
and local process again. So the total cost is large than normal read since we still have the 
checkpointing expense. So when the percentage that local data is invalid is high, we 
cannot get much from our system. 
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Graph 4.7 



5. Conclusion 

 
From the results of experiments above we can see that in many circumstances remote read 
with thread or fork technology can get pretty good performance than normal remote read. 
Here are some of the factors that will affect the performance of our mechanism: 
 
The first one is the network speed. Since the cost of checkpointing is not very cheap, in 
order to get better performance, the network speed should not be too fast. For example, 
LAN is too fast for this technology, but the Internet is a good environment to use our 
mechanism to get better performance. 
 
The second is the execution time of local processing between two remote reads. If the 
behavior of programs is one remote read after another without many local processing, we 
cannot get much from this mechanism. Actually it’ ll slow the execution down. But 
generally there will be some local processing between two remote read, so in most cases 
we can use this mechanism to get better performance. 
 
The third is the percentage of read that the data in local cache is invalid. If the data in local 
cache are always invalid, we always need to do remote read. Why do we bother to use our 
mechanism? But in some applications, the frequency of update to the remote objects will 
not be that frequent. So the percentage of actually remote read is not very high. In this case, 
we can get much better performance using our mechanism. 
 
Also thread technology and fork technology have their own advantages and disadvantages. 
In some systems fork can has almost the same performance as thread, for example the 
Linux system. In these systems, fork technology is a better choice. Since it’ ll be simple 
and clear to implement the system with fork technology. 
 
But in some system, for example the SUN system, the fork operation is very expensive 
comparing with thread. In these systems, we’d better choose thread to get better 
performance, although the system will be more complicated. 
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